Abstract-In order to realize roundness detection of rotary type parts in industrial field without interruption machining process, an image measurement method was proposed in this paper. Using adaptive threshold, the image edge can be determined by calculating modulus maximum in gradient direction in different scale. A single-pixel edge image will be obtained by synthesizing the multi-scale edge. Center drift problem in roundness evaluation had been solved by pole method. For improving efficiency and precision, a sub pixel roundness detection scheme was proposed by combining Bspline lifting wavelet with quadratic polynomial interpolation. The template part with known size was used to test the effects of different methods. The sub pixel technology can improve the resolution of image obviously. The experimental results show that the proposed detection method has better performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy compared with conventional detection methods. But the detection precision of proposed method was lower than that of roundness instrument measurement. There are still some work to be done in measuring method and denoising. For all that, the method can satisfy medium precision requirement in the general engineering application.
INTRODUCTION
Roundness is an important form error for rotary type parts. It determines the part's machining accuracy, working accuracy and interchangeability. There exist three conventional measurement methods, i.e., characteristic parameter measurement, roundness instrument and image measurement. Based on two points' or three points' characteristic parameter in characteristic parameter measurement, the roundness error can be evaluated. This method has such merits as convenient measurement, simplicity. However, due to big error, this method is only fit for low precision situation. The roundness instrument measurement belongs to contact relative measurment. It is costly and is not fit for locale environment. The image measurement enlarges the actual profile of measured part by utilizing optical instrument. The roundness error can be evaluated by the enlarged profile image. This method has many merits such as low cost, high speed, high precision, easy integration and being fit for on-line detection. Because of the actual profile signal containing various frequency, the sampled signal must be filtered to extract roundness signal. B-spline lifting wavelet can effectively distinguish mutation and noise in signal used in this paper.
This wavelet has good filtering and denoising performence and can reconstruct the original signal. Therefore, the proposed method will make the roundness measurement and evaluation result more accuracy. Meanwhile, the computation complexity is the half of first-generation wavelet. That is to say, the real-time ability is greatly enhanced.
II. MEASURING PRINCIPLE
The measuring principle for roundness image measurement is shown as follows. CCD camera gathers the orthographic projection image of intermittent rotation part's side. The diameters in various cross sections within side image are calculated respectively. The two abovementioned steps will be repeated once the measured part revolves a certain angle. Based on the coordinate differences among many edge ultimate points in image, the evaluation of roundness error is accomplished [1] . Center drift problem in roundness measurement for diameter method has been solved by pole method in this paper. A measured cross-section is shown in Fig.1 . YOZ is the camera coordinate. P is the rotation center of part. C is the geometry center of part.  is the initial angle. is the measuring rotation angle. e is the eccentricity. R is the nominal diameter of part. r()is the radial minimal variation. esin(+) is the eccentric term. y1 and y2 are maximum and minimum edge coordinate in cross section, respectively.
During the measured section having rotated a complete revolution, half value of the biggest difference in up and 
A. B-spline Lifting Wavelet Algorithm
Due to the base function being finite compactly supported,B-spline wavelet performance is superior to Gauss function. Therefore, the zero cross point and shape of spline curve can be controlled conveniently. B-spline function has such merits as good continuity , locality and noise suppression. As a smooth function, the B-spline has simpler filter coefficient and shorter length so as to reflect characteristics of the original image easily with smaller amount of calculation. The simulation was made in literature [2] for the B-spline function. It was proved that the order was larger, the closer fourier transform tended to ideal low-pass filter. When the B-spline function was third-order, its performance was approaching optimum. This showed that the local time-frequency performance of third-order B-spline function could satisfy most practical applications. Based on this point, the third-order B-spline function is adopted as smooth function for image edge detection in this paper.
Lifting wavelet decomposes signal into two non overlapping parts: odd subset and even subset. Every subset includes half sampling points of the original signal. Based on the correlation and appropriate prediction operator, signal value of a certain point can be obtained by adjacent signal values. The odd subset is usually predicted by the even subset [3] . Prediction error is the high frequency component in signal. The high frequency information in prediction stage uses update operator to adjust signal's down-sampling, i.e., the low frequency signal c which is gotten in equation (5) . One important property of c(n) is that its mean value shall be equal to the mean value of the original signal.
Inverse transformation is working backwards from the forward lifting operation. In the inverse step, the upate step is followed by predict step and finally the odd and even components are merged which interleaves the odd and even elements back into one data. The lifting algorithm is merely a new method to realize wavelet tranformation in essence. The signal property is determined by property of the adopted wavelet after wavelet transformation and is independent of the concrete scheme. 2D image is mostly handled in practical application. The two-dimensional function is generally decomposed by in-depth row-column analysis. That is to say, there are two steps. The first step is that the rows in gray-level matrix of image are transformed by lifting decomposition, and then, the results of first step are transformed by lifting decomposition according to column. Therefore, the original image is transformed into four sub-images after one decomposition, i.e., one is the low frequency subimage which reflects general picture characteristics of original image, the other three are high frequency subimages which reflect detail characteristics of original image along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction respectively, as shown in Fig 
Wf j is detail image ， j is the current resolving scale ， J is the largest resolving scale, h k is low-pass filter,g k is high-pass filter.The real edge points can be detected in larger scale. Then, the positions of the real edge points can be determined accurately in smaller scale. The above mentioned strategy can improve the wavelet performance and enhance computational efficiency in image edge detection. The lifting wavelet edge detection flow chart is shown in Fig.3 . Firstly, the original image is smoothed by the third-order spline function. The result is the smooth function (f*Nj)(n,m).With regard to sub-image after decompostion, the wavelet ecofficiencies are calculated successively according to row and column. The local modulus maxima of smooth function along gradient direction is equal to the one of wavelet transformation. The module of gradient vector (f*Nj)(n,m) is proportional to the one of wavelet transformation coefficiency as shown in equation (7). The module of wavelet coefficiency is calculated by equation (8) and then the largest modules in every direction are obtained. The foregoing modular image is partitioned based on relation between detection precision and pixel resolution in jth scale. Mean value of module in every partition is calculated to act as the threshold of each partition [4] [5] . When module of a candidate edge point is larger than or equal to threshold, we can judge the point to be an edge point. On the contrary, the point will be deleted and its module value will be reset [6] [7] . Considering that edge shift is less than one pixel between adjacent scales, a 33 matching area will be searched in potential edge image in (j-1)th scale according to an edge pixel in jth scale [8] . All potential edge points in the area are marked as candidate edge points. As a result, an candidate edge point iamge is gained in (j-1)th scale. Based on similarity condition between gradient and phase angle, the edge points are connected in current scale. By deleting isolated points, short chains and implementing edge thinning method introduced in literature [9] , an edge image with single pixel can be produced. Owing to edge information in direction of diameter being needed in this measurement, the thinning work is only accomplished in left and right side of image. By virtue of edge image in jth scale and searching in (j-1)th scale , a edge image in (j-1)th scale is determined. After the recursion of above-mentioned process, the single pixel edge image of original image will be acquired eventually.
Image was smoothed by third-order spline
Compute maximum wavelet coeffient in row 2 ( , ) 
The phase angle, i.e., angle between gradient vector and horizontal direction is defined as follows. 
B. Subpixel Edge Detection
Image edge detection is the foundation and key in measurement. The edge obtained by existing edge detection algorithm has almost certain width. The positioning accuracy of this algorithm is in full-pixel with low detection resolution and disperse size. So, it is not suitable to apply this algorithm directly to precision measurement in practical application. It is analyzed theoretically that the biggest positioning error from pixel edge is 0.5 pixel. The number of pixels between two characteristic points may be close to one pixel error. The points which need sub pixel subdivision in image are not single isolated points but comprised of more than one point. These points have some geometric and gray distribution features which are basic requirements for sub pixel subdivision. The characteristic model can be established based on these information. Sub pixel positioning is divided into two steps, one is target recognition, the other is target positioning. The target recognition is defined to identify whether object measured is in the range of image. The target positioning is defined to compute target location which conforms to target properties by means of sub pixel detection. In this way pixel edge is divided into sub pixel edge [10] .
In order to achieve sub pixel resolution, the interpolating function (x,y) based on M(i,j) is obtained by bilateral gradient values of the largest gradient. And then, the maximum of (x,y) is computed. The coordinates of maximum point is the one of edge point. Three points is selected along X direction such as M(i-1,j), M(i,j) and M(i+1,j). Function (x) is the quadratic polynomial interpolation function of M(x) and it must be determined firstly. (x) is differentiated and the result is equal to zero. We can get the coordinate in X direction of derivative maximum point Xe. Likewise, Three points is selected along Y direction such as M(i, j-1), M(i,j) and M(i, j+1). Function (y) is the quadratic polynomial interpolation function of M(y) and it must be determined firstly. (y) is differentiated and the result is equal to zero. We can get the coordinate in Y direction of derivative maximum point Ye. y(x) is the interpolation function. lj(n)(x) is interpolation basis function. fj is the function value. xi is interpolation node. In X direction, (x) is interpolation function, function values are M(i-1,j),M(i,j) and M(i+1,j), interpolation nodes are xi-W,xi and xi +W. In Y direction, (y) is interpolation function, function values are M(i,j-1),M(i,j) and M(i,j+1), interpolation nodes are yi-H, yi and yi +H.
clamp consists of handspike, sleeve, claw valve bodies and spring as shown in Fig.4 . The clamp is lower than the measuring platform. When the clamp rises to a certain height, the driving motor begins to make the measured part intermittent rotation. The camera takes sampling in predetermined rhythm. There are three valve bodies with flat circular arc at the top of sleeve as shown in Fig.4 . Combine three valve bodies with sleeve to make a complete cylinder at the initial stage. The top of the handspike is cone-shape and can be matched with an inclined plane from oblate valve body. Thus, a doubleslider mechanism is formed. When there is no external force, the spring is in free state. During handspike moving upward under external force, the valve bodies will open outwards under the action of cone-shape inclined plane. At this moment the spring will be stretched. The part inner wall is swelled from inside out based on discontinuous cylindrical surface formed by three valve bodies. Through the above operation, part is clamped and positioned. When the external force is removed, valve bodies will return to start position under the action of elastic force. Therefore, the part is loosened. CCD camera shoots photograph every 15. In this way, 24 photographs will be shot during part rotates a complete revolution. Due to the number of measured points is even number, each cross section is measured twice in the course of axlebox rotating a complete revolution. In order to enhance measuring accuracy, radial tiny variation r(i) can be defined to be the average of two measurements. 
B. Experimental Result Analysis
As a template, the dimensions of axlebox part with high precision must be basically the same as those of measured parts. The template part must be installed on the automatic centering clamp with external expansion wedge. The light source in back light board must be selected seriously. The array CCD camera in this measuring system is CV-M4+CL. The resolution of camera is 1392*1040. This image acquisition card labeled as X64 -CLIPRO is made by CORECO company from Canada. Standard parts with known parameters is used to calibrate. Based on sub pixel edge positioning and conversion, the calibration coefficent is 0.2339mm/pixel. The detected binary edge images of axlebox part by means of Canny, Mallat wavelet and Lifting wavelet respectively are shown in Fig.4 . The results showed that the edge detection effects of three operators are very similar and the lifting wavelet operator had the highest efficiency and shortest time. As can be seen from table 1, time consumptions of two methods had direct ratio relations with image size. It was obvious that the Lifting wavelet had faster speed in edge detection than the Mallat wavelet.
Canny
Mallat wavelet Lifting wavelet Figure 5 . The detected binary edge contour images using different operators
The data in Table 2 was obtained by sub pixel detection based on single pixel edge image in Fig.5 , where the value of diameter was expressed by pixel. Due to the number of sampling point is even number, each diameter was measured twice in the course of axlebox rotating a complete revolution. Taking the arithmetic mean, 12 average diameters of the corresponding angle were obtained. The maximum of diameter is 68.535 pixel. The minimum of diameter is 67.968 pixel. The roundness error was equal to 0.2835 pixel based on Eq (3) and (4). After conversion, the roundness error of this part was equal to 0.066mm. The same part was measured by roundness instrument and the measuring value was 0.052mm. Results comparison: the value of roundness obtained in this measuring system was slightly larger than the one of roundness instrument. The reason was that the proposed method belonged to characteristic parameter measurement. Therefore, the error was an approximate roundness value. Nevertheless, this measuring system was competent for detection task in moderate accuracy situation.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed method made full use of characteristics of lifting wavelet transformation in this paper. The edge of image was extracted in every scale using modified adaptive threshold. To obtain a precise single pixel edge, the multiscale edges must be synthesized. Based on quadratic polynomial interpolation function, the edge of image can be positioned precisely and sub pixel information of edge can be obtained simultaneously. In virtue of the above information of cross-section, the roundness measurement was accomplished. Experimental results showed that this method was feasible and had high precision as well as easy expansibility with low cost. These merits might realize the measuring process automatization, digitization and visualization so as to improve the detection efficiency greatly. At the same time, this method might provide reference to improve machining methods and process. The proposed method has carried on beneficial exploration and research for the development of part online detection. With the improvement of CCD technology, measuring precision as well as reduction of cost, there must be a better application prospect and wide space for this measuring method. 
